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Mrs. Foster Gains Merchant Gifts

For New Building

A Connecticut College alumnna recently announced her plans to present major gifts to the university's Development Office. Mrs. Foster, class of '79, has secured the promissory notes of three New London merchants to give a portion of their sales to the building fund.

In addition, Mrs. Foster plans to receive an outright donation from twenty-five to fifty interested New London businesspeople. Modern Cleaning and Dyeing Company, 230 Broad St., will give the same percentage of its sales as the机能 have agreed. Mrs. Foster hopes a majority of New London businesses will decide to participate in the project.

The result of Mrs. Foster's efforts to spark immediate donations out of a sense of pride and philanthropic obligation, these gifts will supplement public contributions and help to finance the College's projects.

During a visit to the College last month, Mrs. Foster noted that the College is in need of continued support. She also emphasized that the fundamental purpose of the College is to support public education, and that the College's mission is to improve the quality of life for all people. Mrs. Foster hopes that her donation will help to bring this mission to fruition.

Cinema Scoop

Gane: "Quo Vadis," Through October 16th.
Capital: "Romeo, Through October 16th.

Girls for LBJ Meet President At Rentschler

Monday morning, 47 girls, representing the Center for Women's Conference, traveled to Hartford to form a working committee for President Johnson. The group interviewed the President at his office in the White House.

"We hope to bring up the question of sex equality," said one of the girls. "We want to talk about the equal rights of women," added another girl.

President Shain and Mrs. O Lester attend dedication ceremonies.

Opening Assembly Announces Winthrop Freshman Scholars

As an academic policy of the College and an assurance that the college will be the focal point of the Opening Assembly at 7:00 p.m. and open its doors to the public. The Assembly will be held in the new academic year.

Barry Jr. Expects Victory for Father In Coming Election

Barry Goldwater Jr., son of the late Senator Barry Goldwater, is expected to secure victory in his coming election. Barry Jr. has been working hard to ensure a win for his father's campaign at Lyndon B. Johnson's Vester service.

On a whistle stop tour of College vicinity, Barry Goldwater Jr. greeted a large and responsive crowd. Barry Jr. emphasized his pride in his father's accomplishments. He stressed the importance of the election to the future of the country.

"Of course," Barry said, "the democratic party has spent. Competing parties have spent. It's just the difference in the people's experiences. We have to keep that in mind. After all, if you're going to spend twice as much to communicate with two million people, you have to keep that in mind."

Barry Jr. has discussed the issue of the Federal Budget, the relationship between taxes and expenditures, the importance of maintaining a strong economy.

President Shain and Mrs. Ozeste attend dedication ceremonies.

The Reverend N. Bogue to speak in Vesperes.

President Shain Dedicates New Commencement

Mr. Przysmak accepts the keys to the new academic year.

Barry Jr. expects victory for father in coming election.

Mr. Bogue to speak in Vesperes.

Mr. Shain, President of the College, presided over the dedication ceremony. He welcomed the guests and thanked them for their support.

The Reverend N. Bogue, pastor of the Trinity Church in New London, was the principal speaker. He stressed the importance of education and the role of the college in the community.

The Reverend N. Bogue concluded his address with words of encouragement and hope for the future of the college.

"We are at the beginning of a new academic year," Bogue said. "Let us begin by reaffirming our commitment to the pursuit of knowledge and the promotion of excellence."
Editorial

Bombs and Bengales

There are three political parties in the United States: the Democrats, the Republicans, and the democrats. The Demo-
crats regard themselves as the party of the people, and the democrats consider themselves to be the party that can do with whatever is left over.

The present situation is ridiculous. There is no con-
cern neither for the whole, nor for the individual; concern

neither for educational analysis into basic philosophical
issues and differences, nor for carefully documented factual
information. There is instead reliance upon sentimentalism: Mr. L. fter

(2) in his jargon, nihilism and fear; Mr. Goldwater wants
to kill us all, and nowhere is an intelligent, reasonable
discussion of either or both to be found.

Whereas at one time, eons ago, politics, rational thought,
philosophy and free discussion were the basis for intelligent
freedom, the contemporary scene is dominated by fatuous
disregard for the education of women

that it was a noble and virtuous cause that Barry Goldwater

could treat like an adult. Unfortunately, we have not
been able to develop VOLUNTARY involvement in this
practice.

We are distressed! The book, 

Our Extreme Rights, is soliciting the title of a book, 

published a few years ago.

It is traumatic to contemplate this happenact. We 

realize that books at a lesser stance of the book,

pub.'s, e.g., under a .23 Bookshop price tail, would sell a published price of $35.
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The Red Cross Bloodmobile is

Date: Friday, October 16

Place: Crouser-Williams

Time: 12:45-8:00 p.m.

The blood you give may save

a life.

The Challenge of the College President

A Theological Approach

Sponsored by Religious Fellowship

October 18
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Wander Jahre; Peace Corps Offers Travel

The right to wander the world is something that many Americans have cherished for centuries. However, in recent years, the idea of travel has taken on new meaning with the advent of modern technology and transportation. With the rise of jet travel and the internet, young people have the opportunity to explore the world in ways that were not possible even a few decades ago.

Burton Excels Sir Lawrence

In Peter Shaffer's play, "The Royal Hunt of the Sun," the lead role is played by the great British actor, Sir Laurence Olivier. Against his wishes, he is offered the role of the Marquis de la Porte, a part that he had previously rejected. The decision to accept the role was a bold move that paid off in spades, as Olivier's performance is widely regarded as one of the greatest ever seen on the stage.

Rev. William Coffin Deprecates Status

The man who is regarded by millions of college students as their spiritual leader, Rev. William Sloane Coffin, Jr., has become increasingly critical of the idea of status and status-seeking. He has written that the pursuit of status is a distraction from the real issues that faced society, and that it is ultimately unfulfilling.
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For Fairer Fairing

This is an unadulterated axe attack at the World’s Fair last Saturday. I am confident it is my front line of interest in you in this [censored] and opening out of the world. What is good at the Fair is very good, enough that you will find little reason to come to this and you will regret the visit of the Fair.

Across the highway from New York State is General Motors, Pav. There the Fair is huge. The Fair is great and we can not help missing the 1893 edition. If you see nothing else all day, do not miss the Johnson’s way movie. Francis Thompson and Alexander Hammid have produced eighteen minutes of unique interest called “To Be Alive,” the most moving. The photography is extraordinary, the narrative is poetic, and the message is unforgettable.

Right across from Johnson’s is the pavilion of Spain. Often missed the gem of the Fair, walking through this is like walking through a field a tops. The museum has a true collection of Spanish art. The Spanish products shown are magnificent and the enjoyment in the pavilion is a real thrill. In a shed for $1.00 it costs $0.25 to enter the pavilion they should pay you to leave. Just there is much more. The Mexican Pavilion, the Mexican Fiesta of Panamita, the Disney daisies at Ford, the Pirates and the beautiful Fair lighting at night. Get there early, leave late and have fun.

CARWIN’S

Fashions to Footwear
115 State Street
New York City
1-48270

Adorns

Toppagallo
Bass Weejuns

Mannenpins Macedonioso
Sandler

Until now, fastidious women had to go to great lengths to avoid a monthly problem.
Civil Righters Work in Miss. Problem Areas

On June 21st, 1964, three young civil rights workers were murdered in Philadelphia, Mississippi. On June 22nd, 1964, the Council of Federated Organizations began its statewide program of voter registration, freedom schools, and the organization of the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party.

If those who murdered Michael Schwerner, Andrew Goodman, and James Chaney, and Andrew Goodman expected their the end of the fight for freedom constitutional (Mississippi)' inter-political as well as social and economic Mississippi and were the O:ly po-
the exclusion of Negroes from by they asked for recognition in Mississippi ,oemocrats ·would be misce: they could have two at-large ty offered the rMFDP a compro-
Committee of the Democratic Par-
Mississippi.

Their actIon, I feel not accept such a compromise. greatly altered by 1968. Because
our political system, (2)
Convention because
which Negroes in Mississippi have have died so that the MFDP
reded in the MFDP during the
categorical exclusion of Negroes
failed. To those of us who had recognition, The Mississippi Free-
Schwerner, James Chaney, and at-
thons of struggle, and

To the ignorant athlete: Have
if some day to class you appear
With blue dungarees
Wrapped around your cold knees
You'll find yourself out-on your ear.

It appears to the seasoned old war-
 whistleblower—w'ho gym has mad-
 reat. That three years ago and severe muscle strain
in an order that couldn't be
The whole of our college career
have been plagued by an unhealthy
suspect.

Mr. Kurt Opitz, acting chair-
man of the German department,
and B.B.

The whole of our college career

volunteer to the most common 'of

What happened in Atlantic City

Coca-Cola Bottling Company
New London, Inc.
New London, Connecticut
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bia had to 16 per cent of the Negro population in Mississippi, because of the refusal of vol-
eregulators to register Negroes in

Crowd and Phone

Connecticut Yankee Motor Inn & Restaurant

50 Rooms
Restaurant and Lounge
Dining Nightly except Sundays
Meeting and Banquet Rooms
(Special Winter Student Guest Rates)
Exit 74 Conn. Turnpike, Niantic, Conn.
Telephone: 739-5403

Bass Wells
English Bicycles
Bowling Skirts

G. M. WILLIAMS CO.
47 State St.

Ski Equipment

443-5361
For All Occasions

Tennis Racquets

Tennis Racquets

Tennis Racquets

I KEEP UP 
WITH THE TIMES!

(out as dotted line)

Wear this "campaign button" and you'll meet the nicest, best-informed people on campus.

Although an election year is a time of buttons and ballyhoo, you can rely on The New York Times to get behind the ballyhoo to bring you the complete story of politics '64: the candidates, the campaigns and the issues.

And when it comes to national and international news...and news of the arts, sports and entertainment...business and finance...there is no coverage like New York Times coverage.

Why not arrange to have convenient campus delivery of The New York Times every morning? Get in touch with your campus representative today.

Cat Claus
Coca-Cola Bottling Company
New London, Inc.
New London, Connecticut

Refreshment anyone?
Coca-Cola! With its lively lift, big bold taste, never too sweet ... refreshes best.

Refresher Matul Merits
Of Gym Program; Prefers Inactivity

In certain campuses of Cio are developing rooms—Texture
flow
Where each week for two hours
Young musclehead flowers
And beige is persuaded to go.

The "pleasingly plump"

To keep them from going to seed.
It promises: Reded, if Mon-
Days
They pay strict attention in Ful-

The "pleasingly plump"

And sport their new figures on
Sundays.

If you're built like Jack

Can diminish their rump
Sundays.

And sport their new figures on
Sundays.
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Dean to Decide Do's, Don'ts Of Unnamed College Vehicle

For those of you who miss the old school bus of high school days, Connecticut College is finally able to relieve your nostalgic reminiscences. CT students are always happy to receive gifts that will extend the imaginative opportunities of the school, the administration, and, somewhat prophetically, the generous but grouching school bus from Mr. Irving Castle.

Since the purchase of the antiquated, the college has not yet determined what it is, and it is thought that it will be run by some new friend. Ever helpful, the student was already visioning some of its own suggestions. It might become a decade bus from the North Complex to Palmer Auditorium with regular stops at the Creutz-Williams snack shop, The Bookstore, the Cashier's Office and student centers. On Alumni nights, the bus would go directly to Fath, except during the first semester; it would also take a U-turn at the campus, Howard, and 6th Street.

Before the bus could become an important part of the college life, however, the堡北 maroons have already voted on some of its own suggestions. It might become a decade bus from the North Complex to Palmer Auditorium with regular stops at the Creutz-Williams snack shop, The Bookstore, the Cashier's Office and student centers. On Alumni nights, the bus would go directly to Fath, except during the first semester; it would also take a U-turn at the campus, Howard, and 6th Street.
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